
 

Google tweaks privacy settings to keep less
user data
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In this Jan. 8, 2020, file photo, the Google exhibit building shows off a variety of
devices with Google Assistant, including Android smartphones and Wear OS
smartwatches during the CES tech show in Las Vegas. Google has released a test
version of its annual upgrade to its Android software without the usual fanfare
heralding the latest operating system powering most smartphones. The debut of
Android 11's "beta" version was announced Wednesday, June 10, in a blog post,
along with video tutorials for the makers of smartphone applications on Google's
YouTube service. (AP Photo/Ross D. Franklin, File)
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Google is tweaking its privacy settings to keep less data on new users by
default.

The search giant said that starting Wednesday, it will automatically and
continuously delete web and app activity and location history for new
users after 18 months.

Settings for existing users won't be affected but the company will send
reminders about the feature.

The change comes after Google added new controls last year that allow
users to effectively put an expiry date on their data, by providing the
option to auto-delete location history, search, voice and YouTube
activity data after three or 18 months.

The company is also making it easier to toggle in and out of incognito
mode while using its Search, Maps and YouTube mobile apps by doing a
long press on the profile photo. In incognito mode, Google doesn't
remember any activity during online browsing.

In another change, users will get easier access to their controls when
doing Google searches. If they're signed into their Google accounts and
search for terms like "Google Privacy Checkup," they will see a box only
visible to them with their privacy and security settings.

© 2020 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not
be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed without permission.
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